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Station from plots near Narionville, Mo., which were 
used for growing stra.wberries, and t o  which fertilizer 
had been added as follows, per acre: 
SAMPLES 2 h 3 SAMPLES 6 & 15 SAMPLE 13 SAMPLE 16 
Check Plot 375 Lbs. 300 Lbs. Sheep Manure 500 Lbs. 
’ Bone Meal 375 Lbs. Bone Meal No. 2 Manure 
According t o  Marrl  t he  check plots show the  fol- 
lowing analysis: 
Volatile Alu- Ferric Mag- Potassium Insoluble TOTAL 
No. Matter mina Oxide nesia Lime Oxide Matter Per cent 
?... . . 3.64 2.7;  1.99 0.12 0.55 0.10 90.78 99.40 
3 . . . . .  4.41 2 .10  1.98 0 .17  0 .43  0.11 90.80 100.00 
At first an  effort was made t o  precipitate t he  phos- 
phoric acid with ammonium molybdate, dissolve the  
precipitate in ammonium hydroxide, reprecipitate 
with magnesia mixture, ignite and weigh as Mg2P207. 
However, owing t o  t,he small amount of phosphoric 
acid present, accurate results could not be obtained. 
Thereafter, the  determinations y e r e  made volumetric- 
ally by adding an  excess of s tandard NaOH to  the  
phosphomolybdate precipitate and titrating the  ex- 
cess with s tandard HI SO^.^ 
Thefollowingresults show tha t  the  2-hr. digestion with 
z it’ H N 0 8  extracts as much phosphoric acid as the  Io-hr. 
digestion with HC1 (sp. gr. I .  115) .  The Io-hr. diges- 
1 Master’s Thesis, Drury College, 1915. 
2 Bureau of Chemistry, Bull. 107, 16. 
PER CENT PzOj FOUND IN SOILS 
Brauer’s Method: 
A.  0 A C. Method 10 hrs. Extraction with HC1 (sp. gr. 1.115) 
GRAVIMETRIC DETERMINATIONS VOLUMETRIC DETERMINATIONS 
Sample A. 0. A. C. A. 0. A. C. 
No. Brauer’s Method Method Brauer’s Method Method 
2 hrs. Extraction with 2 N HNOa 
2 . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . .  0.052 0.048 0.050 0.054 
3 . . . . .  . 0,0532 0.0435 0.048 0.053 0.050 0,047 
6 .  . , . , . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.061 0,061 0.060 0.059 
13 . . . . . .  0.0511 0,0580 0.060 0.063 0.058 0.054 
15 . . . . . .  0.0638 0.0638 0.0551 0.050 0.053 0.060 0.056 
16 . . . . . .  0.0700 0,0600 0.0435 0.062 0.064 0.056 0.061 
tion with HC1 brings down considerable organic mat- 
ter which it is very difficult t o  remove completely 
with “0:. This organic matter produces a pre- 
cipitate when the excess of acid is neutralized with 
ammonium hydrox.de in  preparing to  add the  ammo- 
nium molybdate, which requires considerable H S 0 3  
t o  redissolve, whereas the  reaction with z N ” 0 3  
brings down no interfxing substances. 
c 0 \‘CLUSIOSS 
I-The 2-hr. digestion with 2 N H N 0 8  extracts 
as much phosphoric acid as the  Io-hr. digestion with 
HC1 (sp. gr. 1 , 1 1 5 ) .  
11-The Io-hr. digestion with HC1 (sp. gr. I .  11 j )  
brings down very much more interfering substances 
than the  2-hr. digestion with z N HN08. 
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Photo-chemistry has developed into an  increasingly 
important science with an  extensive, scientific litera- 
ture;  however, but  little progress has been reported 
on the  use of light in the  practical manufacture of 
chemicals-probably because of t he  lack of a power- 
ful, eonstant light source. I n  the  search for such a 
light source, t o  accelerate the  chlorination of natural  
gas in the  manufacture of chloroform, i t  was found 
by one of the  authors (C. W. B.) t ha t  the  high-amper- 
age, white flame arc far excelled all other sources of 
light for this special work. As its advantages are so 
great, a discussion of its main features may be of 
interest and value t o  others engaged in  studying 
the effect of light on chemical reactions. 
It is well established tha t  photo-chemical reaction 
is proportional t o  the  absorbed light energy.l Since 
chlorine is yellow (absorbing blue light) and  bromine 
is red (absorbing blue and green light) so the  maximum 
chemical power of light for these materials occurs 
in the  short wave (blue, etc.) region of t he  spectrum. 
Chlorine and  bromine are transparent in the  far ultra- 
violet as shown by Mr. N. P. Peskov.2 For this 
reason, far ultraviolet light (i. e., beyond 3000 A . )  
is unsatisfactory for causing chlorination and bromina- 
tion. Among others, Baskerville and  Riederer3 have 
shown t h a t  the  blue end of the  visible spectrum is 
1 P. Lasareff, A n n .  Phys ik ,  24 (1907), 661. 
2 “Quantitative Light-filter for the Ultraviolet Part  of the  Spectrum,” 
8 THIS JOURNAL, 5 (19131, 5 
J .  Russ. Phys.  Chem. SOC, 47 (1915), 918. 
more suitable than  ultraviolet light for the  chlorina- 
tion of methane. As was t o  be expected, they found 
tha t  the  presence of light of other wave lengths does 
not practically interfere with the  action of the  blue. 
and violet so tha t  light filters or sources of pure light 
are unnecessary. Our experience in  the  chlorination 
of methane hydrocarbons has led to  similar conclu- 
sions and  a few experiments in  the  chlorination of 
aromatic hydrocarbons gave the  same results.’ The 
snow-white flame arc, as will be shown below, is espe- 
cially rich in blue light which is best for chlorination work. 
I n  the  reaction, hydrogen uniting with chlorine 
under light t o  form hydrochloric acid (C12 + Hz = 
zHCl),  t he  more active region of the  spectrum is from 
about 5160 A. t o  3700 A. according to  the  experiments 
of Bunsen and Roscoe.2 The maximum action is 
exerted with the  sola’r spectrum in the  region of the 
Fraunhofer lines G (4308 A.)  and H (3968 A.)  ac- 
cording to  Fabre and Silberman.8 Draper says tha t  
the  maximum action in the  indigo region’ is 700 times 
stronger than  in  the  extreme red.4 Bunsen and  Roscoe 
found tha t  reaction power decreased gradually beyond 
line J.6 Peskovc shows tha t  chlorine absorption ex- 
1 I n  the chlorination of methane, pure light is unnecessary because 
the products of the reaction are transparent to ordinary light to about 
3000 A. The absorption spectrum of chloroform and carbon tetrachloride 
lies in the ultraviolet beyond about 3000 A. (See W. N. Hartley, 7th 
Int .  Congwrs AppZ. Chem., 9 (1909), 88. The other product, hydrochloric 
acid, is still more transparent, being so to beyond 2500 A. (See E. J .  
Evans, Phil. Mag., 6 ,  No. 31 (Jan.,  1916), 55.) 
* See Sheppard, “Photo-Chemistry,” page 118. 
3 Ann.  Chem. Phys., 131 37, 297. 
4 See Eder’s “Handbuch der Photographie,” p. 323. 
5 The E. I. du Pont de Nemours Powder Co.,  French Patent 453,406, 
Jan. 21, 1913, used in chlorinating hydrocarbons, glass tubes with daylight 
or the blue light of the quartz lamp 
1 LOC. cit. 
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tends to  5400 b. ;  then toward the violet, it  has a space 
of diminished absorption, bu t  finally shows a marked 
increased absorption in the  spectral region from 
4000 A. t o  3000 b. The absorption of bromine 
extends from 5400 A. t o  3800 b., hence the  mix- 
ture of bromine and chlorine gives an  excellent 
screen for getting far ultraviolet radiation beyond 
3000 A. 
Ultraviolet light up  t o  about 3000 b. may be ex- 
pected to  be useful bu t  with extreme ultraviolet light 
(beyond 3000 A , )  from a quartz mercury arc, Plotnikovl 
has shown a marked decomposition of hydrochloric 
acid. This fact is confirmed by  the experiments of 
D. Berthelot and H. Gaudechon,* 71-ho propose the  
theory tha t  decomposition by  increasingly shorter 
waTes of light is parallel t o  decomposition at increas- 
ingly higher temperatures by  heat. Our experiments 
show extremely little ultraviolet in the  spectrum region 
beyond 3000 A. Kith the  light of the snow-white flame 
arc which in this respect is very similar t o  sunlight 
plus blue skylight. Some of the  proofs of this state- 
ment follow. The ultrariolet light of the snow- 
white flame arc giyes no ozone odor which is so very 
marked with the quartz mercury arc. Also there is 
far less coagulation of egg-albumen than  with the  
light of the yellow flame bare arc. Spectrum plates 
taken by  one of us (IT. R. 11.) with a concave grating 
spectroscope show a marked decrease in photographic 
effect in the region of about 3000 A .  compared with 
other flame carbons or the  open carbon arc. AI- 
though special flame carbons have been designed 
, t o  give much far ultraviolet light in the  region from 
3000 A. to 2 0 0 0  b. where the  quartz mercury arc 
has some of its most powerful lines, the n-hite flame 
arc is designed t o  have a spectrum extending into 
of the  reaction mixture by  its heat of reaction. The  
lower the  temperature, the  greater is the  actinic 
power of the light necessary t o  maintain a speedy 
reaction with small percentages of chlorine, and  so 
in the  search for a light of high intensity in the blue 
and violet, we finally came t o  an  arrangement using 
the  snow-white flame carbon arc light which we 
consider n-orthy of description. 
The choice of the  white flame arc was also made 
because of its extensive use in photo-engraving, 
photography, blue-printing, and other photo-chemical 
reactions.’ Some photo-chemical reactions call for 
a special spectrum distribution. This can be readily 
attained with flame carbons having chemicals giving 
differently colored light. 
COLOR R E S O U R C E S  O F  F L A h I E  C A R B O S S  
The  manufacturer of flame carbons uses, as is 
well known, calcium fluoride for yellow light. Cor- 
rectly described, the  yellow flanie arc is equally rich 
in red and green light bu t  deficient in the blue and in 
spectrum yellow. The  sensation yellow is produced 
by the  combination in the  eye of red and green light. 
The  yellow flame arc has also a fair amount of violet 
and ultraviolet. Strontium fluoride is used for the  
red. flamer, which is rich in red light and spectrum 
yellow with a fair amount of blue and ultraviolet.2 
Here, as well as in Plotnikov,3 there is given the  fol- 
lowing Table I ,  a list of materials and the  color of their 
arc light. 
The  white flame carbons are of special rnanufac- 
ture and their composition is kept secret except t h a t  
i t  is known tha t  rare earths are used.4 The light 
of the  snow-vhite flame arc is the closest approach 
t o  sunlight plus blue sky of any  known illuminant, 
TABLE 1-Aw LICI~T COLOR OF SEVERAL CHEMICALS 
MATERIAL: Copper Silicon or Iron Titanium Lanthanum Oxide Didymium Oxide Thorium Oxide Ceric Oxide 
LIGHT: Blue Reddish Violet Blue Pure White Pure Violet Reddish Pure Blue 
ultraviolet like sunlight. The  solar spectrum3 ex- 
tends into the  ultraviolet t o  about 2910 A. Hence, 
not only in quantity of light bu t  also in quality of 
light is the  flame arc the  most suitable. 
The  enclosed arc lamp, quartz mercury arc, mercury 
vapor lamp or incandescent light sources are quite 
limited in the  maximum quantity of light obtainable 
from a single unit compared with the  flame arc. Also 
the  flame arc by  a shunt control which is described 
later, can be gradually varied over a range of several 
fold increase in light. This is a matter of great im- 
portance in experimental work, 
N E E D  F O R  G R E A T  I i i T E S S I T Y  O F  B L U E  L I G H T  FOR 
C H E M I C A L  A C T I O N  
I n  our work, it mas found desirable to  be able 
quickly t o  bring about the complete reaction of a 
small amount of chlorine diluted with a large amount 
of the substance with which it was t o  react. I n  other 
words, the reaction should be carried out a t  compara- 
tively low temperatures, h a . i h g  a t  no time sufficient 
chlorine present t o  increase greatly the  temperature 
1 “Photochemische \-ersuchstechnik,” p 205. 
2 Cnmpl. r e n d . ,  166 (11)13), 889-892. 
3 See work of Freer, PhiZipgine Jour. S c i . ,  6 (1910), B. 14;  Miethe and 
Lehmann,  Siiib. .4kad. lP-i:~, Beil:??, 8 (1909), 2 6 8 ,  
considering either the visible or the  ultraviolet spec- 
t rum.  The  spectrum shows in every part  closely 
crowded lines with no appreciable blank spaces. I n  
passing, it is interesting t o  note t h a t  daylight itself 
has not strictly a continuous spectrum but  has i ts  
dark spaces due to  the  Fraunhofer lines. 
C H E M I C A L  A C T I O N  W I T H  D I F F E R E X T L Y  C O L O R E D  
F L A M E  CARBOA-S 
The  chemical action with differently colored flame 
carbons has been compared below, as t o  (a) bromina- 
1 I n  the photo-engraving field about 95 per cent of the light used in the 
United States is the white flame arc. The chieI reaction in the photo- 
engraving field depends on the reaction of hardening gelatine and alhumen 
by chromates under the influence of blue light. Potassium bichromate 
with gelatine has its maximum effect in the blue, gradually extending into 
the green bu t  is ureak in the ultraviolet (see Eder, LOG. c i l  , P. 3191. A 
similar demand for blue light is found in the reaction of light on ferric oxa- 
late, silver bromide, etc. In the  case of silver chloride, the maximum 
effect comes in the ultraviolet hut where glass is used only that  kind of 
ultraviolet that  can pass glass can be useful. This is favorable l o  the  white 
flame arc which allows over 80 per cent of its effect on soli0 paper t o  take 
place through ordinary glass. There are, ho\%-ever, other reactions, as in 
color-photography, that  call for a different spectrum distrihution. For 
instance, red or yellow flame carbons are very good for panchromatic 
photography. 
2 For a discussion of this and referenres, see \\-. I3 Y .  Czudnochon-ski, 
“Das elektrische Bopenlicht,” p. 539. 
3 “Photochemische Versuchstechnik,” p. 40. 
4 See recent paper of Dr. Vi-. C Moore, on “The Flame Arc,” Trans.  
Ani. Elpcli.ocheni. Soc., 27 (191Sj. 435. 
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tion, ( b )  effect on soli0 paper, and  (c)  effect on para- 
phenylenediamine. I n  these tests, a I O  mm. lower 
flame carbon was the  positive and a in. enclosed arc 
cored carbon was th.e upper negative. These tests 
were made with a Macbeth 2 2 0  volt flame lamp 
using 2 5  amperes with 90 arc volts. The most recent 
arrangement for using flame arcs on 2 2 0  vol ts . is  t o  
use two or four arcs in  series. For the  solio paper 
and paraphenylenediamine tests, the  inverse of t he  
average t ime required. t o  cause equal color effect was 
used. 
BROMINATION-The effect of different lights on a 
IO per cent solution by volume of bromine in toluol 
was tested a t  2-ft. distance from the  arc. The t ime 
was observed for the  bromine color t o  disappear, 
using the  solution in a glass test-tube ( 0 . 6  in. diam., 
6 in. long, glass thickness 0 . 0 2 5  in.) which was cooled 
by an  air blast and so  kept a t  an  average tempera- 
ture  of 36 t o  39’ C. With the  quartz flask similar 
tests were made. This had  the  disadvantage of not 
having as much area exposed t o  the  light in propor- 
tion t o  the  amount  of chemical as in the  case of t he  
glass test tube. There are, of course, several varia- 
bles difficult t o  control in the  reaction of bromine on 
toluol and  the  effective spectrum region is further 
toward t h e  longer wa,ve lengths than  with ch1orine.l 
For instance, there is great influence of dissolved 
oxygen in chlorination and bromination, as is well 
known.2 Also the  brominated products of the  reac- 
tion have marked absorption of light3 a t  about 2 7 6 0  
A. The results here obtained did not check with 
chemicals from different sources for unknown reasons. 
However, the  same cliemicals were used in the  same 
table and both tables show the  same order of effect 
of the  different light sources. 
TABLE 2-AXOuNT O F  TIME (SECONDS) FOR BROMINATION BY DIFFERENT 
1,IGHT SOURCES 
GLASS BLUE GLASS AND QUARTZ 
ARC LIGHT TEST-TUBE GLASS TEST-TUBE FLASK 
White F lame. .  . . . . . . .  60 100 100 
Yellow Flame. .  . . . . . . .  50 90 55 
Red Flame. .  . . . . . . . . .  170 400 115 
“Blue” F lame. .  . . . . . . .  240 220 160 
Pure Carbon Arc.. . . . .  280 210 130 
Another set of samples of toluol and bromine from 
other sources gave fast,er results under these same con- 
ditions. However, the  relative order of the  results 
is about the  same. With the  glass test-tube, the  yel- 
low flame was the  rnost efficient, the  white flame 
next and  then, in order, red flame, “blue” flame and  
pure carbon arc. The  light was a t  z f t .  in each case. 
TABLE 3-BROXINATION TIME (SECONDS) WITH AXOTHER SET OF CHEMICALS 
ARC LIGHT GLASS TEST-TUBE QUARTZ FLASK 
White Flame (25 amp., 9Oatcvolts) 36 36 
Yellow Flame (25 amp., 90 arc volts) 25 24 
“Blue”F1ame (25 amp., 90arc volts) 210 60 
Pure Carbon Arc. .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  280 58 
Red Flame (25 amp., 90 arc volts) 170 21 
750 Wat t  iV filled clear bulb incandescent.. . . . . . . . . . . . .  274 
1000 Watt  N filled blue bulb incandescent.. . . . . . . . . . . . .  235 
Mercury Vapor Lamp, 3.3 amp. 110 v.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  610 
I n  fairness to  the  flame arc it should be mentioned 
tha t  a single flame arc a t  2 5  amperes with 90 arc volts 
(on 2 2 0  volt line) has been improved upon from 
50 to  even over IOO per cent in some cases by using 
1 See ref. Beilstein’s “Organische Chemie,” 2, 56. 
3 See J. E. Purvis, J .  Chem SOC. Lond., 99, 1700. 
See Plotnikov. “Photochemische Versuchstechnik,” p. 105. 
two or four flame arcs in series on 220 volts in the  more 
recent flame lamps. For I I O  volt lines, man? high- 
amperage flame lamps are now being designed with 
two arcs in  series. 
EFFECTS O N  SOLIO PAPER-In the  reaction on solio 
paper, the  snow-white flame arc gives a greater effect 
by far than  the  light of any  of the  other flame carbons. 
This applies also as regards the  light through glass. 
TABLE 4-PHOTOGRAPHIC POWER ON S O L I 0  PAPER 
ARC AT 25  AMP.-^^ ARC VOLTS No GLASS WITH GLASS 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  100% (5) yx 
35 . . . . . . . . . .  30 22 
60 30 
40 24 
The inverse of average t ime to  equal coloration of 
solio paper is the  basis of the  above figures which are 
referred to  the  most efficient result with the  white 
flame as standard (S). 
The glass, referred to  in the  above table, was ordinary 
window-glass 0 . 0 9 0  in. thick. This would probably 
transmit ultraviolet light1 up to  perhaps 3500 A.  
The white flame gives a light, passing glass, which 
light is over three times as effective on solio paper as 
any other flame carbon of those tested except the  
“blue” flame and here the  white flame is 2 . 6  times 
stronger. 
EFFECT ON PARAPHENYLENEDIAMIKE-TO obtain a 
better idea of the  ultraviolet, some tests were made 
with paraphenylenediamine and nitric acid. This 
makes a very good test because it is sensitive only 
to  ultraviolet light.* Rays from gas, Auer, electric 
glow and Serns t  lamps do not affect it.3 I n  our 
tests, we used white blotting paper which was im- 
pregnated with this compound in nitric acid solution [ I  
g. of paraphenylenediamine, 3 cc. distilled water, 
2 cc. nitric acid (sp. gr. 1 . 2 1 ) ] .  The blotting 
paper was then dried4 in a steam oven for about one- 
half hour. On exposure to  the  light, the  treated 
blotting paper turns green or blue-green and with 
long exposure it may turn  to  a bronze color. Tests 
were compared only under like conditions with the same 
strip of paper prepared and divided. The  best test results 
were obtained with the  2 5  ampere arc at 2 ft. distance 
and  exposing in increments of one-half minute with- 
out glass. With glass, because of the  absorption of 
t he  ultraviolet beyond about 3500 A . ,  the  exposures 
were made in steps of j minutes each. 
TABLE 5-PHOTOGRAPHIC EFFECT ON PARAPHENYLEXEDIAMINE 
Arc a t  Total Par t  through 
25 AMP.-90 Arc Volts Ultraviolet Ordinary Window Transmission 
No Glass Glass Ratio 
White Flame. .  . . . . . . . . . . .  50% 12% 
vellow Flame. ,  . . . . . . . . . . .  40% 1 t o  4 n.xLz 1 t o  .so - -,” . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Red Flame. ,  30% 0.15% 1 to 250 . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 to  25 
1 t o 2 0  
Blue” Flame. 1OO%(S) 4.0% 
1.0% Pure Carbon Arc.. . . . . . . . .  20% 
The “blue” flame with no glass was taken as the  
standard of reference (S) giving the  maximum of 
effect of these particular carbons. The white flame 
arc again shows the  best glass transmission. The 
“blue” flame carbon was designed to  have a rich f a r  
1 See S. E. Sheppard, “Photochemistry,” p. 261. 
2 C. Schall, “Eder’s Jahrb. of Phot ,” 1906, p. 39. 
Phot. Work ,  33 (1907), 321: see also pages 330 and 642, Eder’s “Hand-  
Ordinary news- 
buch der Photographie.” 
paper is useless. 
4 If dried over night the paper blackens and is useless. 
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ultraviolet, and in this respect, it  is shown by the  
above tests t o  have the  most ultraviolet (with no glass 
of course) of all these flame carbons. 
USES OF FLAME A R C  F O R  C H E M I C A L  CHANGE 
411 the  uses of the flame carbons are being extended 
very rapidly because they offer the highest candle 
power and best efficiency and the  widest choice of 
color and control of the amount of light. There are 
nearly a million white flame photographic carbons 
being used annually in the  United States for photo- 
graphic and similar purposes. One of the recently 
developed photo-chemical uses1 has been tests for 
dye fading by  flame arc light because tests showed 
tha t  a t  I O  in. ( 2 ;  cm.) from a 2 8  ampere white flame 
arc, the chemical effect in causing dye fading is four or 
five times as great as that. of the best June sunlight 
plus blue sky.2 This result is supplemented by  the  
reliability of the flame arc zersus the  daily and sea- 
sonal extreme changes in sunlight. 
Some idea of the efficiency of the high-amperage 
white flame arc can be gathered from the follon-ing 
table giving meaiz spherical candle  9ower.  
TABLE  MEAN SPHERICAL CAXDLE POWER OF WHITE FLAME LAMPS’ 
White Flame Single Arc (D. C.j 115 63 28 5130 
White Flame Twin Arc (D. C.) 115 YO(n) 30 6700 
(a )  This is the total arc voltage of the two arcs in series. 
for same line power much greater photo-chemical effect is obtained. 
LIGHT SOURCE LIXB VOLTS ARC VOLTS AXP. M. S. C. P. 
On A. C. 
Until the recent development of the  high-amperage 
flaming arc, the  chief artificial sources of light for photo- 
chemical work were the  enclosed carbon arc and various 
kinds of mercury arcs. Another new source has been 
found in the  gas-filled incandescent lamp. A brief 
mention of these light sources as t o  their value for 
photo-chemical reactions may not be amiss. 
CHEXICAL ACTION VXTH EXCLOSED CARBOX ARC 
The enclosed carbon arc was the  best source of 
blue light for chemical purposes until the  introduc- 
tion of t he  high-amperage white flame arc only a few 
years ago. The low operating cost, long life, rugged- 
ness and rich cyanogen bands with very long arcs3 
(by 2 2 0  line volts) were the  reasons for its general 
use. The  flame arc presents the  following advan- 
tages over the  enclosed arc: 
( I )  The composition of the  light with the enclosed 
arc changes vertically because of the  difference in 
color of arc stream and arc crater. The  light of the  
flame arc is essentially of the same color in all direc- 
tions. 
( 2 )  The enclosed arc secures its increased photo- 
efficiency over the  open pure carbon arc by  decreasing 
the  air supplied t o  the  arc and so allows of increased 
intensity of the  cyanogen spectral bands. For this 
reason, the  maximum actinic efficiency of the  enclosed 
arc (especially with large globes) is not reached until 
the  oxygen of the  air has been largely burnt up. This 
See paper, W. R. hI., “Use of the Flame Arc in Paint and Dye Test- 
ing,” Tvens. Am. Eleciuochem. SOL., 28 (19151, 371. 
2 I t  is calculated that, two  t o  five days’ continuous operation with the 
flame arc will give fading results requiring a year of daylight under the usual 
conditions of test for dye fading with daylight in this latitude and climate 
(Cleveland, Ohio). 
See papers for comparison with flame arcs, V. A. Clarke, Electvical 
Wor ld ,  64 (1914), 956;  W, R. hfot t  and T‘. A .  Clarke, Lighting Journa/, 3 
(19151, 224. 
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may delay for a few minutes the  production of the full 
intensity of the violet and ultraviolet rays with the  
enclosed arc. With the  high-amperage flame arc, 
the  light rises instantly to  practically full intensity 
and then remains steady with remarkable reliability. 
(3) V i t h  the enclosed arc, the  amperage is limited 
in amount because too  large an  arc stream would 
crack, melt and blacken the  globe. With the flame 
arc, no globe is necessary, and consequently very 
high amperage can be used. One of the writers 
(W. R. 111.) has burnt I O  mm. flame carbons of special 
manufacture a t  7 j  t o  roo amperes with good results 
This is an  important advantage because the  photo- 
graphic power, as measured by the  effect of the light, 
of a white flame arc increases rapidly with ctlrrent, 
as will later be discussed. 
(4) K i t h  the  T I O  Volt enclosed arc. using 1/2-in. 
electrodes. the  solid angle cut out by the electrodes 
is greater than  with the  
open flame arc (see Fig. I ) .  
The flame arc operates 
usually with smaller diam- 
eter a t  carbon ends because 
of spindling and with an arc 
stream two or three times 
longer than  the  pure car- 
bon arc and hence this gives 
the  flame arc more con- 
s tan t  results. 
( 5 )  Finally, in the matter 
of efficiency, the  open 
single white flame arc a t  
k 
a 6 
FIG r 
( e )  Enclosed carboii arc showing 
2j amperes, on a IIo volt shadow effect due t o  short arc, 
thick electrodes and bowing of arc. 
circuit, is two or three (b )  Open Bame arc  showing 
absence of shadom effect due to times more powerful in long arc, thin lower electrode and 
photo-chemical effect t han  straight arc’ 
the  enclosed arc taking the same power. The tx-in 
flame arc lamp is still more efficient. 
C H E  JII C A J, 4 C T I  0 K \TIT H G A S  - FILLED I N C A  ?; D E S C E ?; T 
The gas-filied incandescent lamp has been discussed 
in so many places tha t  additional comment seems 
unadvisable here. -4 few tests were noted earlier in 
this paper.l 
CHEUICAL ACTION OF A I 1 0  T-OLT Q U A R T Z  X E R C C R Y  A R C  
For equal line energy, the effect on soli0 paper 
of the white flame arc was five t o  six times better 
t han  the  efficiency of a IIO volt mercury quartz lamp 
operating a t  4 amperes and 60 arc volts. Dye-fading 
tests gave somewhat similar results. I n  the effect 
on dyes, the  mercury quartz lamp required 7 2  hrs. 
a t  8 in. t o  produce the same effect requiring only 2 
t o  4 hrs. a t  I O  in. with an Aristo lamp a t  2 8  amp.  on 
I I 5 volts direct current with white flame carbons. 
CHLORIXATION E X P E R I M E N T S  COMPARING T H E  FLAME 
ARC AND 2 2 0  VOLT H E R A E U S  MERCURY QUARTZ 
LAMP 
The following is a comparison of a flame arc (a t  
1 See “Photographic Use of Gas-Filled Lamp,” Genevnl Eleclvir Kew’ezc. 
1 9  (1Y16’, 187; I,. A. Jones, 31. B. Hodgson and Kenneth Huse, “Relative 
Photographic and Visual Efficiencies of Illurninants,” Trans.  Ill. En&. Soi.,  
10 (1915), 963; also note by W, R. M. ,  Lislitinn Jounral, 4 (1916). IS. 
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about z j  amperes and 45 arc  volts on direct current) t ha t  a large share of t he  actinic power of the  quartz 
with a Heraeus mercury quartz lamp on zzo volts lamp lies in  the  ultraviolet rays which are not neces- 
(at 31/2 t o  4 amperes direct current). sary or even desirable for chlorination purposes. 
(60 per cent Hg, 20 per cent Pb ,  2 0  per cent Bi, 0 .  j per ;ight 
The Heraeus quartz lamp, using “Aron’s” amalgam TABLE 8-EFFECT OF DIFFERENT MATERIALS OF CONTAINERS 
BENZOL ,--- AMYL CHLORIDE-- 
Light Flask Distance Sec. 
cent Zn and 0 .  j per cent Cd) ,  and operating under Arc Quartz g i n .  3 . 2  Arc Quartz 8 in. 1 , 2  
Uviol 8 in. 3 . 8  Arc Uviol 8 in. 1 . 6  the  favorable action of zzo volts, gave far better 2;: Glass 8 in. 3 . 9  Arc Glass 8 in. 1 , 7  
Quartz Quartz 3 in. 5 . 0  efficiencies than  the  I I O  v. quartz lamp. Our com- ~~~~~~ $:? i::: l::i Quartz Uviol 3 in. 6 .2  
parative experiments in chlorination, using the  white Quartz Glass 3 in. 11.6 Quartz Glass 3 in. 7 . 0  
flame arc and the 2 2 0  v* quartz lamp, gave the 
shown in Table 7. 
Flask Distance Set, - 
CHEMICAL ACTION WITH S N O W - W H I T E  FLAME CARBOKS 
AS I N F L U E N C E D  BY AMPERAGE AND ARC VOLTAGE 
TABLE 7-COMPARISON OF LIGHTS FOR CHLORINATIOX 
WHITE FLAME ARC QUARTZ LAMP 
LIQUID FLASK Distance Seconds Distance Seconds Ratio 
Uviolglass 6 i n .  1 . 9  6 i n .  25.0 1 : 1 3  
Glass 6 i n .  1 . 8  6 in .  30 .0  1 : 17 
Benzol Quartz ,  6 i n .  2 .0  6 i n .  18.0 1 : 9 
Isoamyl Chloride Quartz 6 in. 1 . 5  3 in. 3 .2  . . . . . .  
Uviol glass 6 in. 1 . 8  3 in. 5 . 0  . . . . . .  
Glass 6 i n .  2 .0  3 i n .  5 . 5  . . . . . .  
Isopentane Quartz 3 in 0 . 7  3 in. 1 .5  1 : 2 
Uviol glass 3 in. 0 . 3  3 in 0 .6  1 ’ 2 
Glass 3 in. 0 .4  3 in. 1 . 5  1 : 4 
Chlorine gas was passed into the  liquid to  be reacted 
upon until a good yellow color was obtained. The  liquid 
was then divided into two equal parts, t he  one par t  
being placed in a cool, dark receptacle while t he  other 
part  was being exposed to  one of the  lights. Imme- 
diately after the  reaction was completed, the  flask 
was emptied and rinsed and  the  second half of the  re- 
action liquid exposed to  the  other light in the  same 
flask. By this method the same concentrations of 
free chlorine were used in the  same flask for each light, 
but  not for each successive experiment. T h e  results 
are comparable i n  horizontal lines on ly .  Time was 
taken by a stop-watch a t  t he  moment when the  color 
of free chlorine entirely disappeared. 
Experience had shown tha t  a high concentration 
of free chlorine in a liquid with which i t  will react, re- 
quires comparatively little light t o  s tar t  t he  reaction 
and tha t  the lower the  content of free chlorine, t he  
greater is the actinic power necessary t o  bring about 
the  speedy reaction of t he  halogen. It has also been 
shown tha t  the  higher the  temperature the  less light 
is required for maintaining the  reaction. I n  order, 
therefore, t o  test better the  qualities of the  two lights, 
the  concentrations of free chlorine were always kept 
low, there being onl:g sufficient halogen present t o  
give a good yellow color t o  the  liquid. The initial 
temperatures were also kept low ( z o o  C.) and in every 
case the  comparison was found t o  favor greatly the  
flaming arc. 
A further comparison, for the  purpose of showing 
the  relative effect of the ultyaviolet light from the  two 
sources, was accomplished in the  following manner: 
Three  J a s k s ,  almost identical in shape  and  capaci ty ,  
were obtained in quar tz ,  uviol glass and  laboratory 
glass,  passing, respectively, rays as short as 1850A, 
z8ooA and 4000A. The same solution of free chlorine 
in benzol or isoamyl chloride was divided into three 
equal parts which were exposed simultaneously to  
the  same light in the  three flasks. The results, as 
tabulated in  Table 8, show tha t  the  white flame arc 
emits a small amount of ultraviolet light, but  t ha t  the  
amount is so small t ha t  very little efficiency is lost 
when working in glass apparatus.  It is also shown 
The relation of efficiency t o  amperage and arc volt- 
age will now be discussed. These tests were made in 
a Macbeth photo-engraving lamp on D. C. The lower 
carbon was a snow-white flame, carbon (IO mm. in 
diameter) without wire. The upper carbon was an  
ordinary cored enclosed arc carbon. The carbons 
were usually set j t o  6 inches beyond the holders. 
I n  order t o  adjust  t he  current and arc voltage, shunt 
resistances (in parallel with lamp solenoid and lamp 
resistance) were used with suitable adjusting weights 
on the  carbon holders. The arc voltages were con- 
trolled to  the  values given a t  the carbon holders. 
This was found to  be within one or two volts of the 
t rue  arc voltage a t  moderate amperages up to  z j amp.,  
bu t  a t  40 amperes there were about j volts lost in 
contacts and carbon resistance. The line voltage 
was kept a t  I I O  volts direct current. Average re- 
sults of inverse t ime to  affect soli0 paper to  the same 
degree are given below. 
TABLE 9-cURRENT AND VOLTAGE I N  EFFECT ON PHOTOGRAPHIC POWEK 
Observed Arc Voltage 
a t  Carbon Holders 10 Amp. 20 Amp. 30 Amp. 40 Amp.(a) 
40 Volts ....................... 9 45 73 86 
14 57 117 130 
146 182 
70 Volts . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . I . .  20 89 164 245 
80 Volts.. ....................... . .  . . .  285 
(a )  Arc voltage for 40 amp. includes about 5 volts drop in carbons 
and contacts. 
The photographic power was called equal to  IOO 
when zj amperes of current flowed with 60 volts a t  
the  arc, as this was near t he  standard rating of the  
lamp. 
From Table 9, the  photographic power is found 
to  be roughly proportional t o  (V-23) where V refers 
t o  the  t rue arc voltage. The  flame arc s tar ts  at about 
20 volts. The voltage relation will be more fully 
discussed later, so turning t o  the  very important 
current relation, we find the  increase in efficiency with 
change in current from I O  amperes to  20 amperes is 
about fourfold. However, in  again doubling by 
going from 2 0  amp.  t o  40 amp.,  the  increase is far less 
even when allowing for the j volt arc correction. Using 
the  average corrected results, the  increase in efficiency 
is as the  I .  8 th  power of the current. Combining the  
current and voltage relations, we obtain the  following 
approximate relationship : 
Within the  limits of these experiments the  average 
value of K is equal t o  0.0085 with an  average devia- 
tion of *0.0009. These results apply only to  the  
direct current white flame arc. The efficiency on alter- 
nating circuits increases still more rapidly with cur- 
rent increase than  on direct current. 
Photographic Power = KC1.*(V-z3) 
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The amount of light t o  the  eye also increases more 
rapidly than  the  current both with the  pure carbon 
arc and the flame arc.’ 
The effect of arc voltage n-as tested in further detail 
by  using a 2 j  ampcre arc on 330 line volts D. C. 
The  lamp used was a 2 2 0  volt Macbeth lamp with 
tr im as for the  I I O  volt lamp. Using the  90 volt arc 
as standard of reference (near usual arc voltage of 
this lamp) the  following results with soli0 paper mere 
obtained : 
T A B L E  IO-RELATION O F  ARC \‘OLTAGE TO PHOTOGRAPHIC EFFECT ON 
SOLIO PAPER 
Arc Volts . . . . . , . . .  . 20 30 40 50 GO 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 
Phot. Power . . . . . . .  5 35 55 G5 70 80 90 100 105 105 110 115 115 120 
The  following four conclusions can be deduced from 
Table IO,  showing the effect of change of arc voltage: 
( I )  The  photographic power increases as the  arc 
voltage increases and this starts from a point of zero 
arc length near 2 0  volts. 
( 2 )  The  rate of increase in photographic power 
with an  arc voltage beyond 2 0  t o  30 volts decreases 
rapidly as the  arc voltage increases, due t o  loss of 
flame material from the  arc by  diffusion, screening 
action of the  condensed flame material, and cooling 
action of entering ais. The following figures show 
this decrease in the  rate of change: 
Arc Volts ..... . . . . . . . 20-50 V. 
Rate  of Change.. . . . ~ 2 . 5  per volt 50-100 v. 100-150 v. 0 .7  per volt 0 .3  per volt 
(3) The arc voltage of maximum efficiency for energy 
in the  arc is 40 to  j o  volts under these conditions. 
This is favorable t o  the  twin arc lamp as well as the  
better utilization of line energy with this type  of lamp. 
(4) The  equation of the  complete curve would be 
fairly complex and would probably involve a logarith- 
mic function.2 
COXVERSION O F  A K  EKCLOSED ARC LAMP T O  BURIL’ 
can be obtained n-ith an  ordinary j t o  7 ampere en- 
closed arc lamp by shunting a par t  of the  current 
around the usual lamp resistance and solenoid. This 
is apparently the simplest of the  several possible 
electrical arrangements and was used in our chlorina- 
tion work. The  shunt resistance can be made ad- 
justable, j f  so desired, by using a resistance boa filled 
with carbon plates and arranged with a screw t o  
operate a t  Various pressures. X resistance made of 
nichrome wire is excellent for a cheap sound fixed 
resistance. The resistance should be capable of carry- 
ing I j t o  2 0  amperes a t  gj volts without deteriora- 
tion. I n  the  experiments on chlorination, t he  shunt  
resistance was a large bank of incandescent lamps 
placed in a different room from the  one where the  light 
experiments were being conducted. The cheapness, 
convenience and adjustability of this arrangement 
are apparent, especially for temporary or experimental 
work. 
The  shunt  arrangement is shown diagrammaticalIy 
in Pig. 11, for a direct  currerct lamp. In  permanent 
installations i t  is well t o  pu t  on stronger carbon hold- 
ers t han  are generally used in enclosed arc lamps. I n  
Lamp RBelstMca 1 1  6BmD. 
L J I I 
FIG. I1 FIG. I11 F L A U E  CARBONS 
Electrical arrangement for connecting enclosed arc lamp on Direct Current 
(Fig. 11) or  on Alternating Current (Fig. 111) to  burn flame carbons a t  high 
amperage. 
beth,  Bogue, Wohl, etc., photo-engraving lamps, there 
can easily be used some of the  high-amperage enclosed Some the manufacturers Of the arc 
arc lamps such as the Akristo 28-ampere lamp used in lamp have furnished special holders t o  use when burn- 
photographic stuclios and the  Lkdams-Bagnall Ij- ing flame carbons in these converted lamps. If de- 
ampere bl,Ie-printing lamp. ~h~~~ can be readily sired, the  magnetic blow on the a r ~  can be corrected 
and making the flame carbon positive (a l/2-in. is carrying the current t o  the  arc. HowexTer, this is 
flame carbon is often used, although in not ordinarily done. I n  Fig. I11 there is given a 
a I o  mm. flame carbon is preferred), For the upper parallel arrangement for  an alterizatilzg c u r r e n t  arc lamp 
negative carbon, there is often used on direct current using a reactance coil in place of a resistance because 
closed arc lamps are ordinarily operated with the lamp solenoid current in phase with the  shunt current. 
upper as positive, use with ex- I n  some cases, t he  lamp resistance (or induction coil) 
and the  solenoid are not on the  same side of the  arc. cellent results, two flame carbons on direct current 
I n  this case, the  lamp .r\+ing can be rearranged t o  
fulfill this condition. If this is not done then a separate alternating current, flame upper and flame lower are 
shunt mould be required for each, i. e. ,  lamp resistance used. 
and lamp solenoid. .4n experimental arrangement with greater control 
Instead of using such excellent lamps as the  h/Iac- 
converted t o  burn flame carbons b y  removing the  globe by a small sheet iron shield around the holder which 
a regular enclosed arc carbon of proper gauge. En- of the  added efficiency”and the  desire to ‘Ceep the 
and then the  upper is usually left  positive.) on 
1 See Rep, E d .  Elec., 32 (1902), 111; Child’s book, “Electrir Arcs,” 
p. 132; Gage’s book, “Optic Projection,” p. 556; Rasch’s book, “The Elec- COMPOUNDS I N  GEKERAL 
tric Arc Phenomena,” p.  161. On flame arc see Czudnochowski, “Das 
9 For practical reference the following empirical equations are fairly 
close: For arc voltages 0 to  GO, 
Photographic Power = 5.1V-78-0.044V? For  arc voltage 60 to 150, 
B R I E F  SUNMARY O F  THE ACTION OF LIGIXT O N  H A L O G E N  
Elektrische Bogenlicht,” p.  541. The  light sensitiveness of halogens and their com- 
rine, in its compounds, is wonderfully stable t o  light. 
Silver fluoride is not light-sensitive like the  other halo- 
pounds may be briefly summarized as follows: Fluo- 
V = Brc Volts (amperage 25 amperes). 
Photographic Power - 1.47V--O.O045V*. 
KoY., l o r 6  I 'HE JOL 'RNAL OF I . V D l . S T R I A L  
gen salts of silver.' Sulfur fluoride docs not yield 
t o  ultraviolct light (or visible light) although the sul- 
fur  oxides and hydride are sensitivc t o  ultraviolet 
light.z As Sheppard points ou t ,  the  great stability 
of calcium fluoride is associated with a rcmarkable 
transparency t o  ultraviolet light. Chlorine responds 
t o  light chiefly in th.e blue, violet and ultraviolet. 
The  absorption spectrum extends further into the  
ultraviolet than  tha t  of brominc3 I n  this connection 
i t  is of special interest t o  note t h a t  the  photo:sensitive- 
ness of silver chloride is apparently more marked in 
the ultraviolet than  silver bromide.' 
Bromine, in the  free form, responds t o  light less in 
the  ultraviolet than  chlorine. On the  other hand, 
hydrobromic acid is more easily decomposed by  ultra- 
violet light than  is hydrochloric acid. Iodine ex- 
tends its spectrum still further towards t h e  long 
wave lengths and  hydriodic acid is decomposed by  
ordinary blue and violet light. 
CONCLUSIONS 
I-The flame arc at high amperage is in proportion 
t o  power taken,  the  most efficient known light source 
for photo-chemical reactions. 
11-A single flame lamp can easily be made ten t o  
twenty times more powerful, as t o  chemical effect, 
than any other single lamp except possibly the  high- 
amperage enclosed arc which at z j  amperes on I I O  
line volts is about  one-third as powerful as the  flame 
arc at the  same amperage. 
111-The chemical action on solio paper by the  light 
of the  white flame arc through glass is nearly three 
times as powerful as tha t  of the  other colored flame 
carbons under like conditions. 
IV-The chemical action on paraphenylenediamine 
(ultraviolet sensitive) by  the  light of the  white flame 
arc light through glass is also three times as powerful 
as tha t  of the other colored flame carbons. 
V-The white flame arc is the better suited for use 
with glass vessels which are cheaper than  the  quartz 
vessels. 
VI-The direct current white flame arc has a photo- 
graphic effect on solio paper tha t  can be expressed 
approximately by  the  following empirical equation 
within the  limits of moderate arc voltages (40 t o  So). 
Photographic Power = KC1.8(V-z3) 
C = Current V = Arc Voltage 
K = a constant with a value of 0 .008  j and an aver- 
age deviation of *0.0009. The s tandard of refer- 
ence for this equation was photographic power on 
solio paper, which was called equal t o  loo units at 25 
amperes and 6 j arc volts with a I I O  volt direct current 
flame lamp which was used for making the  tests. 
VII-At high arc voltages the light and chemical 
power continue t o  increase as the  arc voltage is raised; 
however, this is a t  a decreasing rate. 
VIII-A means of using a n  enclosed arc lamp with 
flame carbons is here described. This consists in  
using a shunt around the  lamp resistance and solenoid 
I See Sheppard. ''Photoehemlrfry.'' 8. 315. 
'See Berlhelot and Gnudcehon. Comnpl. r m d . ,  186 ( IY13) .  1243-1245. 
I Sce Peskov. Lor. r i l .  
a See Bder'r "Hnndburh der Photographie,'' p. 292. 
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on D. C.  or a rcactancc coil in shunt around thc lamp 
reactancr coil and solenoid on A. C. 
IX--Finnlly, thcrc arc opcned up by the white flame 
arc, many new possibilities for controlling and chang- 
ing chcmicnl rcaction. Light is a unique, uncon- 
taminating, catalytic reagent for chemical reactions. 
We hope sufficicnt da ta  are here presentcd t o  encourage 
others to  take up thcse applications. As  Sheppard says 
a t  the end of his book on photo-chcmistry, "We are only 
a t  the beginning of the conscious utilization of the  
powers of light, as distinct from the  unconscious en- 
joyment of them." 
RBSDARCII LADORA.IOP.IHS 
NATIONAL CARBON COUPANY. CLIIYLILAND 
C.OODYBIR Tias & Runeaa Co.. AYRON 
THE MONOXIDE MONO RECORDER 
By P. D. H ~ a c z a  
Received September 12, 1916 
In  a large number of industries where a definite 
knowledge of the  percentages of carbon monoxide present 
in flue gases is of the  utmost importance t o  t h e  
manufacturing processes, such as chemical plants, 
cement, lime and  brick plants, producer plants, etc., 
great need has been felt for an instrument which will 
automatically and  continuously absorb and indicate 
as well as record the  percentage of this gas. 
Such an instrument is shown in Fig. I. It is a 
combination COI and CO recorder and has lately 
been so improved tha t  by  the throwing over of a switch 
Pro. I 
and a separate oxygen auxiliary also a continuous 
analysis of oxygen can be readily obtained. T h e  
intricate value of such a n  instrument, therefore, will 
be instantly appreciated. 
The  principle of the  apparatus is based on tha t  of 
the ordinary COI recorder which is known well enough 
t o  need no description here. 
Fig. I shows the  Mono CO? recorder in the  center with 
the filling device at the  right-hand side and the monoxide 
auxiliary t o  the  left. This latter is connected with the  
CO, recorder by  means of n copper pipe of small di- 
ameter. 
Fig. I1 is a general view of the monoxide auxiliary 
